QUIZ!
Quiz Stuff

Use a full sheet of 8½x11" paper. (Half sheet? Half credit!)

Put your last name and NetID in the far upper left hand corner of the paper, where a staple would hit it. (It helps us sort quizzes!)

Mitchell, whm

............................................................

No need to write out questions. It's ok to abbreviate answers.

Numbering responses may help you avoid overlooking a question; it's ok to go ahead and pre-number your sheet.

3 minutes; ½ point per question. 7 questions, if through slide 29.
1. In what decade or what country was Prolog created?

2. Write an example of a fact.

3. Syntactically, how are facts distinguished from queries?

4. Given a bunch of clauses like `food(apple)` and `food('Big Mac')`, how can we use Prolog to display the foods?

5. `apple` and `'Big Mac'` are examples of _______.

6. Cite a predicate that was mentioned.

7. Write an example of a structure with two terms.